ABSTRACT

Since system failures cause a huge financial loss, they should be detected as early and accurately as possible and then be recovered rapidly. To detect system failures, there are mainly two methods: black-box and white-box monitoring. However, external black-box monitoring cannot obtain detailed information on system failures, while internal white-box one is largely affected by system failures. This paper proposes GPUSentinel for more reliable white-box monitoring using general-purpose GPUs. In GPUSentinel, system monitors running in a GPU analyze main memory and indirectly obtain the state of the target system. Since GPUs are isolated from the target system, system monitors are not easily affected by system failures. For easy development of system monitors, GPUSentinel provides a development environment including program transformation with LLVM. In addition, it also provides reliable notification mechanisms to remote hosts. We have implemented GPUSentinel using CUDA and the Linux kernel and confirmed that GPUSentinel could detect three types of system failures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, the scale of computer systems is being larger and the complexity is increasing. As a consequence, system failures are unavoidable. Once a system failure occurs, services provided by the system often stop. This leads service providers to a huge financial loss. For example, it is estimated that Amazon lost $72 million during Prime Day’s one-hour failure [2]. The users of such services can also suffer from some loss due to service unavailability. To reduce such loss, system failures should be detected as early and accurately as possible and then be recovered rapidly.

Traditional failure detection is mainly categorized into two methods: black-box and white-box monitoring. For external black-box monitoring, heartbeat monitoring of target hosts and services is often used. This method can monitor the target system even when system failures occur, but it is difficult to obtain detailed information on the target system. For internal white-box monitoring, system monitors run on top of the operating system (OS) or are embedded into the OS kernel. This method can detect system failures more accurately using the internal state of the target system, but it is largely affected by system failures because system monitors strongly depend on the target system.

In this paper, we propose GPUSentinel for more reliable white-box monitoring using general-purpose GPUs. Since GPUs can run code independently of CPUs and main memory on top of which the target system runs, they are not easily affected by system failures. In GPUSentinel, system monitors in a GPU analyze main memory using the knowledge of data structures used in the OS kernel and indirectly obtain the state of the target system. As such, they can use detailed information to detect system failures. For easy development of system monitors, GPUSentinel provides a development environment including program transformation using LLVM [14]. In addition, it provides reliable notification mechanisms of failure occurrences and root cause to remote hosts.

We have implemented GPUSentinel using CUDA [10]. GPUSentinel uses the mapped memory mechanism in CUDA and transparently accesses main memory from a
GPU. To allow the entire main memory to be mapped in the GPU address space, we have modified the memory management in the Linux kernel and the GPU driver. In addition, we have developed a framework called LLView, which transparently transforms the programs of system monitors so as to translate virtual addresses of OS data to GPU addresses. LLView also hides the differences between GPU programming and OS kernel programming. Using GPUSentinel, we have developed three system monitors for detecting CPU anomaly, out-of-memory, and deadlocks. Through our experiments, we confirmed that GPUSentinel could detect system failures successfully.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes issues of traditional failure detection. Section 3 proposes GPUSentinel and Section 4 explains its implementation. Section 5 reports the results of our experiments. Section 6 describes related work and Section 7 concludes this paper.

\section{Failure Detection}

To reduce a huge financial loss due to system failures, rapid recovery from system failures is important. For this purpose, it is necessary to detect system failures as early as possible after system failures occur. If possible, it is desirable to detect symptoms of system failures before systems completely stop services. In addition, it is necessary to detect system failures as accurately as possible. System administrators could not prevent next system failures unless they cannot identify failure types or their root causes. If false positives occur, system administrators may have to investigate the root causes of system failures that do not really occur and stop services for that.

Traditionally, there are mainly two methods for detecting system failures: black-box and white-box monitoring. An example of black-box monitoring is heartbeat monitoring of target hosts and services provided by target systems via networks. External monitors can examine not only the state of the entire systems but also the state of each service in a finer-grained manner by periodically connecting to all the services. If the responses are slow, they may be symptoms of system failures. If there are no responses, a system failure probably occurs. However, it is difficult to obtain detailed information on target systems when system failures occur because external monitors cannot access the internal state of the systems. Therefore, they cannot identify which types of failures occur or the root causes.

If target hosts equip with hardware monitoring such as IPMI \cite{note2}, external monitors can obtain more detailed information even outside the target systems. They can examine the hardware state and use that information for failure detection. For example, CPU usage, the amount of disk access, and the number of network packets help external monitors detect system failures more accurately than simple heartbeat monitoring. Similarly, if target systems run in virtual machines (VMs), external monitors can obtain the state of virtual hardware from the outside of the VMs. However, such extra information may be still insufficient to identify exact failure types and root causes.

In white-box monitoring, on the other hand, internal monitors run inside target systems and notify remote hosts of system failures. They can obtain more detailed information than black-box monitoring. In particular, when they are embedded into the OS kernel, they can identify failure types and root causes more easily. However, once a system failure occurs, internal monitors would not work correctly in a high probability. For example, they cannot detect system failures or identify the root causes if the OS kernel stops. Even if the OS kernel continues to run normally, internal monitors may be terminated by the OS kernel, e.g., the OOM killer in Linux, when system memory runs out.

\section{GPUSentinel}

In this paper, we propose GPUSentinel for achieving more reliable white-box monitoring by running system monitors in GPUs. Figure 1 shows the system architecture of GPUSentinel. In GPUSentinel, system monitors start to run at the boot time of the target system, i.e., before any system failures occur. They occupy one GPU and run autonomously. Even if the target system uses GPUs for graphics or computing, GPUSentinel is available by installing another GPU. To monitor the target system from a GPU, system monitors analyze OS data stored in main memory. Using detailed information at the OS level, GPUSentinel enables accurate failure detection.

Using GPUs for failure detection has three advantages. First, system monitors in a GPU can continue to run in a high probability even when system failures occur. This is because GPUs run independently of CPUs and main memory on top of which the target system runs. GPUs are usually used as co-processors and are controlled by CPUs, but GPUSentinel takes control of one dedicated GPU by running system monitors indefinitely. Second, a GPU enables
various system monitors to efficiently run at the same time because it has many cores. Therefore, system monitors in a GPU can investigate various symptoms of system failures in parallel. In addition, one system monitor can rapidly examine the symptom of one system failure using many cores. Third, GPUs are general-purpose hardware and we can choose low-cost ones.

GPUSentinel can detect system failures that can be found from data stored in main memory. For example, system failures caused by running out system resources is detectable. If processes use a large amount of memory or memory leaks occur, the system cannot allocate necessary memory. Also, system failures caused by resource starvation is detectable. If all the CPUs cause deadlocks with spinlocks, the entire system freezes. To detect these system failures, system monitors in a GPU can examine the amount of free memory and consumed CPU time. If these values are abnormal, GPUSentinel can detect that state as symptoms of a system failure. Note that GPUSentinel cannot detect hardware failures because GPUs cannot access hardware except for main memory, e.g., CPUs and NICs.

To support easy development of system monitors running in GPUs, GPUSentinel provides a framework called LLView. When system monitors obtain OS data, they have to indirectly access main memory from a GPU and analyze data structures used in the OS kernel. In addition, the development of GPU programs is largely different from that of normal system programs. To solve these issues, LLView transparently transforms the programs of system monitors using LLVM so that developers are not aware of such indirect memory access. Using a dedicated development environment including this program transformation, LLView enables developers to write the programs of system monitors as if they develop OS kernel modules.

GPUSentinel provides two reliable notification mechanisms of system failures to remote hosts. Since the OS kernel may stop on system failures, it is not guaranteed that notification using the OS functions is available. In GPUSentinel, system monitors in a GPU can directly write data to the VRAM allocated in main memory and display information on the screen. Using remote console in IPMI and KVM switches, remote system administrators can receive notification of system failures. In addition, GPUSentinel can notify remote hosts of system failures more flexibly using RDMA. Remote hosts send requests to system monitors by directly writing data to GPU memory and receive responses by directly reading data stored in GPU memory.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented GPUSentinel using CUDA 8.0 and LLVM 5.0. To enable GPUs to monitor OS data, we have modified Linux kernel 4.4 and NVIDIA GPU driver 375.66. System monitors in a GPU are implemented as one GPU kernel.

4.1 Mapping Main Memory

GPUSentinel enables system monitors in a GPU to autonomously access main memory using DMA. In CUDA, DMA transfers can be initiated explicitly only from the CPU side. After a system failure, the target system may not be able to perform such DMA transfers. Therefore, GPUSentinel uses the mapped memory mechanism provided by CUDA. Mapped memory is used to map main memory onto the GPU address space and make it accessible from GPU kernels. When a GPU kernel accesses the mapped area, a GPU performs DMA transfers transparently. Since GPUSentinel sets up mapped memory before a system failure, system monitors in a GPU can access main memory even after the target system does not work correctly.

To use mapped memory for the entire main memory, GPUSentinel first maps main memory onto a process address space, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This is because CUDA can map only process memory onto the GPU address space. However, if GPUSentinel simply maps the entire main memory, free memory runs out and the system stops working. When CUDA maps the mapped main memory onto the GPU address space, it pins all the memory pages so that any pages are not paged out. At this time, all the memory pages are locked and become in use. It should be noted that /dev/pmem can be mapped without any pages being in use but cannot be pinned.

To solve this problem, we have modified the memory management of the Linux kernel so as to provide a special device called /dev/pmem. When /dev/pmem is mapped onto the process address space, the modified Linux kernel does not increase the reference count of each memory page to prevent the page from being in use. The reference count of a free memory page is kept to zero. This does not raise a problem because the process itself does not use the mapped main memory in GPUSentinel. In addition, when CUDA pins the
mapped memory pages, the modified Linux kernel does not lock them.

To enable such memory pages to be unmapped correctly, we have modified not only the Linux kernel but also the GPU driver. When the mapped memory pages are unmapped, they are usually unpinned and unlinked. Then, the reference count of each pages is decreased. Since the main memory mapped with /dev/pmem is not locked, GPUSentinel does not unlock those pages. Similarly, it does not decrease the reference count. Note that the source code of the NVIDIA GPU driver is basically closed-source but the code for memory pinning is open.

To work around the limitation of CUDA and enable the entire main memory to be mapped, GPUSentinel hooks the sysinfo system call. CUDA limits the size of mapped memory only to a bit smaller amount of memory than the size of main memory. The reason is probably that CUDA prevents the system from stopping by pinning all the memory pages. This is unnecessary limitation for GPUSentinel because mapped memory pages are not really pinned. Therefore, GPUSentinel intercepts the sysinfo system call and returns a bit larger size as the size of main memory. As a result, it can map the entire main memory.

### 4.2 Transparent Address Translation

To transparently translate virtual addresses of the OS kernel into GPU addresses, LLView compiles the programs of system monitors using LLVM and transforms the intermediate representation called bitcode. When bitcode reads data from memory, the load instruction is used. LLView replaces the load instruction so that bitcode invokes the g_map function for address translation and executes the load instruction for the translated address. The g_map function returns the passed address as is if the passed address is not the virtual address of the OS kernel.

LLView uses the LLVM Pass framework for transforming bitcode. When LLView finds the load instruction in bitcode, it obtains the target variable and its type. Using that information, it generates the bitcast and call instructions for invoking the g_map function and inserts them just before the load instruction. Then, it generates a new load instruction that reads data from the translated address, inserts that instruction, and removes the original load instruction. At this time, LLView rewrites all the instructions using the local variable in which data is stored by the original load instruction. That local variable is replaced with the new one whose value is stored by the new load instruction.

The g_map function first translates a virtual address into a physical address using the page tables of the OS kernel. Using the knowledge of the Linux kernel, LLView optimizes this address translation in the following two cases. When a virtual address is in the range of direct mapping of main memory, LLView performs address translation by subtracting the top address of the range from the virtual address. For the address range in which the kernel text area is mapped, LLView does similarly. Next, the g_map function translates the physical address into a GPU address. For this translation, LLView simply adds the physical address to the top GPU address in which main memory is mapped.

To enable system monitors to access global variables in the OS kernel, LLView replaces the kernel variables in bitcode with the corresponding virtual addresses used in the OS kernel. It obtains the mapping between kernel symbols and virtual addresses from the System.map file.

### 4.3 Development Environment

LLView enables developers to write the programs of system monitors as OS kernel modules using the source code of the Linux kernel. Let us consider an example of a system monitor that obtains process information. This system monitor traverses the process list, which is a circular list starting with init_task, using the list_entry macro. During that traversal, it obtains information such as the IDs and names of all the processes through the task_struct structure, which is defined in linux/sched.h.

GPUSentinel enables developers to write the programs of system monitors in C. CUDA programs consist of device code running in GPUs and host code running in CPUs. Both are usually written in C++. However, it is difficult to reuse the source code of the Linux kernel written in C and compile device code using it as C++. For example, variable names in C can conflict with the reserved words in C++, e.g., new. C++ requires type casts that are unnecessary in C and disallows arithmetics for void pointers.

For LLView, we have modified the Clang compiler frontend so that device code is compiled as C. Clang defines specification used for compilation for each type of program. We changed the specification used for CUDA programs to C90 and GCC extensions. In GPUSentinel, CUDA programs are compiled as follows. First, LLView compiles device code using modified clang. It applies our passes to the generated bitcode using opt. Then, it creates embeddable binary called fat binary using ptxas and fatbinary. Finally, it compiles host code using the original clang++ and embeds the fat binary into the generated object file.

For several variables and functions that CUDA provides to device code, LLView provides wrapper functions written in C. Since device code is compiled as C in LLView, CUDA variables and functions implemented in C++ cannot be used as is. For example, CUDA provides the threadIdx variable that returns a thread index in a block. For this variable,
LLView provides the C function called get_thread_id that returns a thread ID using that variable.

4.4 Failure Notification

During normal time, system monitors in a GPU notify a host process in the target system of failure occurrences and root causes using a ring buffer. In preparation for system failures, GPUSentinel provides a mechanism called direct VRAM output for failure notification without relying on the target system. This mechanism enables system monitors to display images and characters on the screen by writing graphics data to the VRAM allocated in main memory. For characters, the font data stored in the Linux kernel is used. One limitation is that this mechanism requires a GPU that allocates VRAM in main memory.

Therefore, GPUSentinel also provides a mechanism called direct GPU communication to notify a remote host of failure information. This mechanism uses GPUDirect RDMA [11], which enables a remote host to directly access GPU memory without CPU intervention. GPUSentinel maps GPU memory into the physical address space of the target system using the GPUDirect mechanism in advance and uses the RDMA feature provided by NICs. A dedicated thread in a GPU polls GPU memory and waits for a remote host to write a request with an RDMA write. If it receives a request, it writes requested information to GPU memory. Then, the remote host reads that information by polling GPU memory with RDMA reads.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We conducted several experiments to confirm that system monitors in GPUSentinel could detect system failures. In this experiment, we used a PC with an Intel Core i7-7700 processor, 8 GB of DDR4-2400 memory, and two GPUs of NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 and Intel HD Graphics 630. We ran Linux 4.4.67, NVIDIA GPU driver 375.66, and CUDA 8.0.61.

5.1 Detection of CPU Anomaly

We have developed a system monitor that calculated CPU utilization every second in a GPU. This system monitor detected anomaly if the utilization of all the CPUs exceeded 90% for more than 5 seconds. To confirm that this system monitor could detect CPU anomaly, we ran a program that intensively used CPUs in the target system. This program ran 4 processes for a while, stopped them, and ran 8 processes. After a while, the system monitor displayed the red image for failure notification, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Failure notification on the screen.

Figure 4 shows changes in CPU utilization calculated by this system monitor. After the program increased the number of processes at time 17 second, the system monitor could detect CPU high loads in 22 seconds. Note that this does not always mean a system failure because normal heavyweight tasks may run. Therefore, system administrators need to consider other system states as well.

5.2 Detection of Out-of-memory

We have developed a system monitor that obtained the amounts of free memory and swap space and calculated the ratios to the total amounts, respectively. This system monitor detected out-of-memory if both the ratios were less than 30%. To confirm that this system monitor could detect out-of-memory, we ran a program that used a large amount of memory in the target system. This program allocated 20 GB of memory in total and write data to it. After a while, the response of the target system slowed down. Finally, this system monitor displayed the notification image and the ID of the process consuming the largest amount of memory.

Figure 5 shows changes in amounts of free memory and swap space. The log output by the host process temporarily stopped at time 1 second because the host process slowed down extremely and could not write a log to a file. From this point, the system monitor could detect the failure in 57 seconds.

5.3 Detection of Deadlocks

We have developed a system monitor that calculated in-kernel CPU utilization per process and obtained the number...
of context switches. This system monitor detected a deadlock if this CPU utilization was larger than 95% for more than 5 seconds or there were no context switches for 1 second. To confirm that this system monitor could detect a deadlock, we created a Linux kernel module that ran two threads acquiring two spinlocks, respectively. This module made the specified number of threads wait for the release of these spinlocks. After we ran the kernel module using 2 threads, the notification image was shown on the screen in 5.1 seconds. When we ran the kernel module using 8 threads, the entire system stopped the response immediately and the notification image was shown in 1.7 seconds. At this time, the number of context switches did not change for 1 second. From this result, it was shown that GPUSentinel could detect even a system hang.

6 RELATED WORK

SHFH [16] detects system failures using only minimum performance metrics. It classifies the root causes of system failures into six types, e.g., infinite loops, deadlocks, and resource shortage. Then it finds performance metrics on CPUs, processes, memory, and disk I/O to detect system failures. SHFH is implemented as a real-time user process and a kernel module. In a normal state, the process monitors the system in a lightweight manner. When the process detects symptoms of a system failure, the kernel module investigates the system state in further detail. Therefore, SHFH cannot detect system failures that make the OS kernel hang.

For reliable failure detection, Falcon [8] runs spies in different layers of the system such as the OSeS and network switches. Using the spies, it detects the failure of a higher layer from the lower layer, but the target is only a crash failure. Pigeon [7] enables applications to obtain more information about failures by running sensors in system components. Panorama [4] can detect gray failures, whose manifestation is subtle, by automatically inserting report-detection code into applications. Since these frameworks depend on target components, they are easily affected by component failures.

For security, various mechanisms have been proposed to monitor the system without being affected by attacks. Using such mechanisms, it is possible to achieve failure detection that is not affected by system failures. Falcon [12] obtains the contents of kernel memory using a dedicated PCI card. SPE Observer [6] runs a monitoring system on an SPE in a Cell/B.E processor, which can be isolated from a PPE running the OS. Also, systems using Intel processors have been proposed. HyperCheck [15] runs a network driver in System Management Mode (SMM), transfers memory contents to a remote host, and monitors them. HyperSentry [1] enables a monitoring agent to securely run in the target hypervisor. Flicker [9] uses Intel TXT and runs a monitoring system securely.

When the target system runs in a VM, monitoring systems can obtain OS data outside the VM using a technique called VM introspection [3]. If this technique is applied to the detection of system failures, the detection system is not easily affected by system failures and has high detection ability. However, this technique cannot be used for systems that do not use VMs. GPUSentinel applies VM introspection to not-virtualized systems by using GPUs.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes GPUSentinel for reliable failure detection by running system monitors in GPUs. To detect system failures, GPUSentinel monitors OS data in main memory from GPUs. It uses modified Linux kernel and GPU driver to enable the entire main memory to be mapped onto the GPU address space without pinning. To support easy development of system monitors, GPUSentinel provides a framework called LLView, which enables developers to use the source code of the OS kernel as much as possible. In addition, GPUSentinel provides reliable failure notification mechanisms. Using GPUSentinel, we have developed three system monitors and confirmed that they could detect system failures.

One of our future work is to support all of the performance metrics proposed in SHFH [16]. Then, we need to detect system failures more accurately on the basis of more information to reduce false positives. Another direction is to recover from system failures by rewriting OS data in main memory. For example, CPU high loads can be mitigated by temporarily removing processes from run queues of the process scheduler [13].
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